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Kathryn Andrews, Wheel of Foot in Mouth No. 5 (Game of Twelve), 2019
In 'Wheel of Foot in Mouth No. 5’ the mirrored head of an antique male sculpture
head fills symmetrical half-circular volumes reminiscent of a bicameral mind. At a
position above the frontal cortex are pairs of dice appearing in a cut out window
and at the side tangential to the face are short phrases also appearing in windows
which can be administered by the public/spectator by manipulating two sets of
circular gears that jut out from the works circumference. The roll of the dice represent a gesture of playfulness and a nod to contingency and chance and suggesting
game theory as part of a complex assemblage of mindedness and self-reflexivity.

Marina Abramović with Suzanne Dikker, Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze
(2011) with Matthias Oostrik and the Watermill Art & Science: Insights into
Consciousness Group.
Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze restages ‘The Artist is Present’ as an interactive art installation/neuroscience experiment with the goal to investigate the
relationship between human connectedness and brainwave synchronization.
Participants are engaged in a mixed scientific experiment and performance. Fit
with the Emotive EPOC wireless EEG headsets they sit opposite and confront each
other for 30 minutes all the time engaging each other through eye contact. During
this interval the subjects mental state and synchronized EEG activity is monitored
and superimposed upon two rotating 3D brain models displayed on a large screen
behind them. Greater brainwave synchronization is reflected as vivid and more
coherent while lack of synchronization is represented as dark audio-visual chaos.

Agnieszka Kurant, A.A.I (System’s Negative) No. 6, 2016

Kathryn Andrews, Wheel of Foot in Mouth No. 2 (Rubik's Early Work), 2019
In Wheel of Foot in Mouth No. 2 two pastel-colored faces of apparently trans-human characters of the future are combined with four cut out windows, two of which
showing Rubik Cubes, the others various short phases. The futuristic mannequin
like heads communicate something quite austere and distant and they see no evil
and hear no evil. They seem insensate and their consciousness is one lacking
sensibility and one which is determined by the motion of the unsolvable morphology of a 3-D multicolored sculptural puzzle. The bicameral set up is reiterated as
alternative strategy of the rotation of the cubes or the random text selection.

David Horvitz,"contact by telepathy only”, 2013 - ongoing, (version 2021)
The artist calls his works „chronicles of reality, or chronicles of the imagination“
Fittingly several of Horvitz’ works touch upon telepathy employing the term as an
equivalent to concepts of art coined in the 1960th, giving those one further twist.
‚contact by telepathy only‘ is strongly related to one of his own telepathic pieces
where he will think about people for one minute for one US dollar. Both works relate
to Robert Barry’s famous early conceptual work ‚Telepathic Piece‘ (1969) in which
Barry communicates an artwork by non-verbal means and content. A significant
difference being that Horvitz outsources the creation of the work to the viewer.

A.A. I. No. 6 was created by pouring zinc into termites mounds from Namibia.
The work makes tangible the invisible architecture and collective work of insect
societies. It represents their extended phenotype and as such is a physical representation of insect consciousness. Extended phenotype is a concept that considers that the body is not limited to its material physicality but its relation to the
environment with which it is entangled. For Kurant the works title an acronym for
“artificial artificial intelligence”, references human digital labor forces that mine
personal data to be sold for profiled advertising. Ones digital profile like the termite
mound or mind is an extended phenotype of ones activity on line in the virtuality
of cyberspace. Further more by using termite colonies as a model of crowdsourced
labor the piece addresses the often concealed differences between of artificial
intelligence in operations of capitalism which are active and those in the animal
kingdom which are passive.

Gianni Motti, Farady Caps (6 aus einer Ed. Von 100), 2021
Motti believes that “… what the system is most afraid of today is not people going
on a strike – because that still gives it power – but rather our ability to create our
own reality using the power of our minds.” He then adds: “Putting our minds to use
is a true revolutionary act today”. The artist’s long interest and investigation of
Telepathy resulted in a series of telepathic séances with the audience invited to
participate and bring a unified mental attention to and attempt to influence or
destabilize their governing organizations.

Simon Denny, Document Relief 3 (Amazon Worker Cage Patent), 2019
The work is based upon a patent granted to Amazon.com in 2017. It is a patent that
embodies the contemporary aspects of new labor concerned specifically with transporting personnel within an active workspace and resembles a cage to contain the
e-commerce laborer. In cognitive capitalism the proletariat working aside and
amongst other workers along an assembly line has been replaced by the cognitariat
working alone in front of a screen lacking solidarity. The cage in many ways is metonymic for the conditions of isolated new labor and the precarious lifestyle.

Jonathan Monk, Keep Still
(RB’69), 2000
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Jonathan Monk, Translation Piece, 2002
Jonathan Monk documents a series of successive translations of a description of
Robert Barry’s immaterial Telepathic Piece (1969 ‘During the exhibition I will try to
communicate telepathically a work of art, the nature of which is a series of
thoughts that are not applicable to language or image’) so that the final confused
statement becomes, after passing through a number of commercial agencies,
gibberish, albeit one that introduces consciousness and the soul into the text.

Doppelgangers
and the Third Force:
The Artistic Collaborations of Gilbert &
George and Marina
Abramovic/Ulay

their bodies, so their collaborative body became
their real body, for their corporeal bodies had been

Making of the ‚Neuroscience Experiment I: Measuring
the Magic of Mutual Gaze‘ (2011)

Their collaborative work implied a phantom bodyan apparitional third entity created by the two

Performed by Marina Abramović and Lynsey Peisinger
at Marina Abramavić: The Artist Is Present
Garage Center for Contemporary Culture,
Moscow, 2011

identities were marginalized, spectralized, or
became progressively and deliberately less accessi-

body, synchronistic visions of psychics-who say in
trance they see their bodies from above and from
several sides at once-sometimes enable a point of

In both teams’ performances, the artists folded
There is a linked proposition-that the body constiGeorge dressed alike and, with metallic facial paint

-

According to many observers, they became remark-

the phenomenon of a phantom extension of the

a work highlighting the differences between their

libidinally invested part of the body phantom, the

body-image may be almost magically attainable by
-

Grosz offers
a way of theorizing the collaborative artist formed
by the teamwork of two or more artists-the artists’

Lorenzo Sandoval, A Federative Mind, 2021

“A Federative Mind” is a newly commissioned work for “Telepathy and New
Labor”. The work is a collage with found and own footage from the artist that
interweaves playfully the notions of telepathy, interdependence, and diagrams
in three chapters. This new piece continues the research of the artist on the
relationships between anarchism and technology. Sandoval assemble a
genealogy that connects the developments of technology towards telepathy
with the Californian New Communalists, with their biased construction of the
cybernetic culture that influence Silicon Valley til today. The work proposes
divergent feedings for future developments of the algorithmic technology behind telepathic systems based on anarchist organizational diagrams of the
30’s, and textiles-as-text from Peru and Mali, in order to imagine a possible
federative mind.

Gilbert & George Interviewed,
Volatile Bodies: Towards a Corporeal Feminism

bles-that they were moving beyond conventional
gender-based markers of identity at the same time

Art,

they described the collaboration as symbiotic,

Prasanga and Deconstruction: Tibetan Hermeneutics
and the Yana Con- troversy,
The Trespass of the Sign: Deconstruction,
Theology and Philosophy

Being-in-the-Body: On the Spiritual in Marina Abramovic’s

artists who were also actors in their works, it was a
way of having the artistic self made available for
-

This text is an excerpt from “Doppelgangers and the Third Force: The Artistic
Collaborations of Gilbert & George and Marina Abramovic/Ulay
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by social, epistemological, and metaphysical revo- In fact, everywhere pictographic writing makes its
-

the self in relation to body, mind, others, and the

which can only be resolved by referring to extra-texTH VRL CLTR F DS MKS VR XCHNG F BD
FLDS N CT F TTL L V ND MRDR. SM S “J MRT”
T RGSM, DS GVS NW MNNG T THR CR

same pattern of social, epistemological, and metaphysical organization arise when writing is discovso predictably similar that they seem to derive di-

Figure 2 Proto-alphabet used by the Habiru, c.
sixteenth century BC

-

-

conceivable aspect of empire, in its gross forms,
- speech, only seems to add abstraction and speed to
Figure 3 The predominance of linear eye-tracking in
reading English
Suzanne Treister, Watercolours on Paper, from:
TECHNOSHAMANIC SYSTEMS (Diagrams), 2020–21

-

-

- 3
The analogy is preserved even in some terms of
- those half-way between syllabaries and alphabets,
-

Telepathy: Alphabetic
Consciousnesss
and the Age of Cyborg
Illiteracy

decipherment like the following, there is always go-

TH VRL CLTR F DS MKS VR XCHNG F BD
FLDS N CT F TTL TH LV ND MRDR. SM S “J
MRT” T RGSM. DS GVS NW T THR CR.

The viral (?) culture of AIDS (?) makes every change of body
an act of total faith, love, and
murder. Some say ‘Je mort’ at orgasm, AIDS gives
new meaning to their cry.
-

- word for both plowing and writing this way was
pose the scratching of these lines they look like the
lines of irrigation written on the face of the earth it4
-

The virile collator of Odessa makes
of bed folds an acute of…

-

temples and the government as well as the civil pop-

than English or Greek or Latin does, which are almost entirely processed in the left hemisphere of the
red, read, road, rode, rod, rid,
rude, arid
ters, the aleph and the tav , which also happen to be

-

es one with a horrible and giddy vertigo, a terrible
-

and inertial Egyptian empire giving rise to or em-

-

ond, this new twenty-two character alphabet is high- decipherment, discarding them in favor of improve- …

their kings, preserve metaphysical and transcendent

not look anything like the dominant paradigm of FUN WITH YOUR NEW BRAIN: A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE RISE OF THE ALPHABET
cipher we might expect to arise among slaves who

- ing the directions to nectar and the pheremone trails
- of ants are inseparable from the way these insects
imperialize their territories, inscribing or exterioriz-

-

the metaphysic associated with this new telepathic
-

that simply didn’t exist physiologically, and forces
-

- Figure 4 The cross-tracking model required to decode

Along with the script came a new mythology that,

English without vowels

brews adopted the primitive alphabet as their own,
-

whole new brain, or at least, a brain with whole new

-

There is a web of cross-referrals and leaps, as words
at the end of the excerpt help clarify words at the
ical accident arises the eternal Other, the philosophy
-

on this new cybernetic headgear, or what I have
ably looked more like this, closer to the scanning of

-
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Zaum and Technomaya.
After The Future.
pre-symbolic forms of
Warren Neidich, Duende Drawing, wall drawing, 1994–95

an and anticipatory appreciation of the new reality
the same time, it is predisposed to imagine the
possibility of a post-symof technology, transmen-

ing towards the imaginamerging archaism and

referring to the ability to
need of any conventional

phonemes, interest in the
ist poetics tried to overinterpersonal comprehension and looked for a form

poetry is a magical action,

The point of arrival of the

as means of magical
action, similar to witches
balms, animal brains,

is the notion of transmenseeks a poetics able to
transmit emotion rather
-

world, notwithstanding his
a sense that has has nothing to do with any roman-

Neuronal recycling
hypothesis, exaptation
and telepathy

modate them, an area referred to as a cognitive

slightly elaborated in early hominid societies, its

-

which itself will become more immaterial and more

preferring eternal Asia,
and he dives into the

homo sapiens

the deepness of a past that
is protended towards
sees the possibility of a
telepathic effect of trans-

-

-

Neuronal recycling hypothesis,
exaptation and telepathy
or network develop in the intracranial brain while
linked to an accelerating evolving technological

system converts to the new task of recognising letters
foetal life and post-natal interaction with diverse and

environmental scenes like cityscapes and landscapes,

-

notwithstanding, recent interest in technologically

loved the archaic ways of life like the magical-shamanistic practices of deep,

-

-

process might be applied to create a dedicated modBusiness @ the Speed of
Thought

-

-

-

of the brain to generate new forms of telepathic

The Symbolic Species, The Coevolution of Language
and the Brain

invade cortical areas initially devoted to different

cating with another person, playing video games, or
-

capitalism: A speculative approach to the effects of digitality, edited by
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- of the trees felled down to make a clearing in the

another spot in the forest to make a clearing and be-

Dropping out
creasingly veering towards the systemic relation be-

-

riod, bringing him closer to the techno-mysticism
from homesteaders to back-to-the-landers, all of

-

identical after my video exchange had enlightened many American peoples by the
-

-

ics and systems theory offered an ideological alter-

-

-

-

-

Jacquelene Drinkall, Hypnosis in Media for Brain
Computer Interface, interactive video, Emotiv
bioneuroheadset for participatory viewers, live
feed camera, computer and hardware, computer
programming by Warren Armstrong, 2016

and his ideas regarding the end of sovereignty, as

-

All that is Solid:
speculative, quantum
and cognitive
aesthetics of telepathy and telekinesis

-

iHuman: Blurring the
Lines Between Mind
and Machine

-

more, learn faster, make better decisions more
being able to see more effectively in the dark, sense
-

What could be gained from neural interface
technology? VISIONS

team with access to the same data and imagery as
-

-

Telepathologies of Cognitive Capitalism:
Immaterial Labor of Activism, Culture,
and Cognition

Lazzarato is a theorist of immaterial labor who exwealth in terms of networked imaginations, psybrain’s power to affect and become affected, which
- force within both capitalism and anti-capitalist alterporting this alignment of telekinesis with cognition natives to the “neoliberal paradigm of market prois Lisa Blackman’s book Immaterial Bodies, which
tion are a form of telekinesis, a concept that resonates
- a cybernetic feedback loop between brain, biology,

be empowered to live more independently if they
-

organs, telepathies, and telekinetics aligned to lan-

to merge the decision-making capacity and emo-

dreds of millions worldwide who have depression

city to the preemptive, predictive mechanisms of the

become telepathic to some degree, able to converse

-

-

resistant to conventional therapies, might be halted

-

impact is debated, might give way to demonstrably

some activities physically at all and instead experi-

prompt people to exercise, possibly assisted by

ism, there is now increased competition for inven-

tastes and sensations fed into the brain – from

distance operating in societies of control are central to’s and Tarde’s thinking on action at a distance in
Psychopathology of
Cognitive Capitalism
social theorist and criminologist Gabriel Tarde’s theories of telepathy of society and crowds, very similar
-

-
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“Loving the alien”
a Post-Posthuman
Manifesto.

shaping and formation of early media technologies
and practices, showing the reciprocal and interde- ities scholars in shaping sciences, which are more

by Lisa Blackman

-

-

centring and enacts a familiar fantasy of control and

yond corporeality, and beyond personality in a

-
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approached psychological processes as more inde-

all manner of psychic entities and phenomena, in- hood’
what happened to psychic research and the imaginaries that it shaped as psychology professionalised
whether telepathy, for example, as a mode of commanagement, rather than the science of the individ-
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